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LETTER FROM THE EDITOR 

Hey Savages, 

The world is changing so fast. We blink and weeks go by.  
A bank-government partnership is trying to create a cashless         
society to control you and the economy. They aim to track and            
collect a fee on all transactions. Nicholas West breaks down the           
threat and what you can do to protect yourself. 

What type of in-person business will be resilient to automation and           
online dominance? Experiences. In this article I help you discover          
“how to think” about positioning your business as a unique          
experience first, and sell a product or service second. 

If knowledge is power, then smart farming is a superpower for           
independence and abundance. Brian Berletic breaks down the        
latest technologies homesteaders and small farmers can leverage        
for incredible results without back-breaking work. 

Next, Vin Armani dives deep into Bitcoin ATMs. Why are they           
valuable? Where can you get them? How to evaluate locations          
and financials, and more. If you want to earn bitcoin by providing            
value, don’t miss this one. 
Finally, don’t miss our Bitcoin and Silver reports. July was an           
exciting month.  

Thanks for your membership! In liberty and prosperity, 

Jeff Paul, Editor  
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TRENDS & FORECASTING 

How To Avoid Being Controlled In A Cashless Society 

 

By Nicholas West 

News of an impending cashless society seems to be giving way to            
concrete announcements about its affirmed reality. All that        
remains up for debate is how pervasive it will become. 
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The two largest payment processors are certainly banking on it. 

Visa has become particularly aggressive as of late in trying to get            
countries on board as quickly as possible, with company         
spokesman Andy Gerlt blatantly stating: “we’re declaring a war on          
cash.” The strategy appears to be multifaceted, including a         
controversial plan for cash awards (bribes) to merchants in the          
U.S. and U.K who accept their “cashless challenge” and commit          
to completely removing cash from their establishments.       
Additionally, the company has issued a 60-page plan detailing         
their “Visa Government Solutions” which offers up an        
uncomfortable commitment to collusion with the State. 

Mastercard is comprehensively studying where the greatest       
opportunities for cashless economies are emerging and       
expanding. Their recent report called “Measuring Progress       
Toward a Cashless Society,” studied 33 countries that they feel          
are representative of the “Cashless Journey,” denoting four        
categories of adoption: Inception, Transitioning, Tipping Point,       
and Advanced. Respective trajectories are shown below. 
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Despite Mastercard’s implicit confidence in this journey, which        
they rightly conclude has had a greater effect on payments over           
the last 15 years than the previous 150, some key current facts            
stick out which show that the road to a completely cashless           
society could be a very long one: 

● Cash still accounts for 85% of global transactions. 
● Even in the two most cashless nations – France and the           

Netherlands – cash is used for 40% of consumer         
transactions. 
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Mastercard thus concludes that if this cashless journey is to          
accelerate, “government focus and technological innovation can       
create shortcuts.” Ideally, for any company so invested, the firm          
hand of the State can give a welcome shove; and, indeed, we are             
beginning to see this trend emerge as evidenced by the two most            
populous nations, China and India, taking radical steps toward         
adoption even as they sit between Inception and Transition on the           
current cashless scale. 

China, as we can see on the graph above, is accelerating toward            
cashless at the highest rate of speed. China has fully embraced           
technocracy across the board, and its authoritarian approach to         
government makes it relatively easy to impose whatever banking         
measures it wishes. Upcoming plans sound fully dystopian to         
democratic sensibilities, but when the most populous nation on         
Earth sets this type of example, the world needs to take note. 

From the Observer: 

…if you want to spare some change for a beggar you no            
longer need to rummage through your pockets. Now, you         
simply scan the beggar’s bar code. This has already         
happened in China. 

On February 28, Alipay, China’s leading third-party online        
payment solution and an affiliate of Alibaba, announced an         
ambitious plan to create a “Cashless Nation” in five years.          
And the countdown has started. As part of its efforts to           
encourage “top-down” supports for the program, Alipay will        
host a weeklong celebration of “Cashless Society Week”        
from August 1 to August 8. 

Alipay’s method of “encouragement” in China actually sounds        
quite similar to Visa’s plans for the U.S. and U.K. 
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During Cashless Society Week, Alipay will throw out various         
“cashless challenges” and accompanying awards to inspire       
institutions and individual rallies behind this unprecedented       
initiative. To date, Hangzhou, Wuhan, Tianjin, Fuzhou and        
Guiyang—five cities with an aggregate of 38 million        
population—have signed up for Alipay’s program. With more        
cities expected to join, the movement is gaining momentum. 

But it’s India, the world’s second most populous nation (and          
supposed democracy) that has foregone all pretense at        
“encouraging” adoption of a cashless society and has flat-out         
banned large cash notes in an overnight move that is still           
reverberating. Most notable is that India formerly conducted a         
whopping 86% of its economic activity in cash, making this a           
social experiment of the boldest variety. India subsequently has         
gone after gold as well in a tandem that completely upends the            
foundation of Indian society. 

Dana Kornberg, writing for the University of Michigan, counters         
government rhetoric of “removing criminal elements” by showing        
how a cashless society hurts the poor to the greatest degree. It’s            
particularly devastating in a nation like India that is already mired           
in extreme poverty: 

So what happens when 86 percent of a nation’s currency          
suddenly disappears? 

When I returned in December 2016, a month after Indian          
Prime Minister Narendra Modi announced that all 500 and         
1,000 rupee bills would cease to be legal tender, a scrap           
collector I knew relayed his experience. Just three hours         
before Modi’s Nov. 8 announcement, Pintu had boarded a         
train for a 24-hour journey to his village near Calcutta. With           
him were 11 1,000 rupee notes that his buyer gave him as            
an advance just before he left. Just as he got on the train,             
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the notes were declared worthless, and he barely managed         
to buy a single meal for his family along the way. 

That is a gut-wrenching example of the human element that          
routinely goes without consideration by central planners moving        
pieces around the chessboard. So, it’s disconcerting to hear         
similar calls to remove large denominations in the U.S. and          
Europe without addressing this core issue.  

If such measures can be taken in the highest populated and           
constitutionally protected regions, it’s fair to assume that no place          
is safe. After all, the Better Than Cash Alliance serves as the            
United Nations global framework from which many of these         
de-cashing plans originate and are promoted. I would encourage         
readers to research the governments, companies, international       
organizations and partners involved in the cashless agenda here. 
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Looking at these signposts, it might be premature to definitively          
state that cash will disappear forever from the face of the Earth,            
but whenever we see a trend that is beginning to take over free             
markets and move toward increased centralization, we must be         
inclined to counter that trend with measures that will protect us           
from gradual small-scale implementation up to full-bore       
government takeover. 

Solutions 
Personal Responsibility 

The failure or success of the cashless agenda should not rely           
solely upon political support or resistance, but more so with the           
individual. On the payments side, consumers and merchants bear         
a measure of responsibility to embrace the type of future they           
wish to see. This fact is actually admitted by the British Retail            
Consortium which represents those being directly solicited by        
Visa in the U.K., 

"It is ultimately the customer that decides how they wish to           
pay and BRC research shows that customers continue to         
use cash for more than 40 per cent of transactions in the            
UK," a spokesperson for the BRC told CNBC via email. 

Even for those who live in areas where government chooses          
strong-arm implementation, a bit of non-compliance can go a long          
way. A personal observation of my own might help put this in            
perspective. 

In Costa Rica, where I spend most of my time, the government            
recently attempted to mandate that all pulperias (local corner         
stores) must have credit card machines. Costa Rica remains a          
place that embraces the “cash is king” ethos – offering cash           
discounts nearly everywhere. It is a country that has benefited in           
a strange way from a lack of communications infrastructure that          
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continues to make payment processing and resolution quite        
difficult. Added to this are much higher than average costs to           
merchants accepting credit cards. To say the least, being forced          
to embrace lost income and unreliable transactions doesn’t sit         
well with merchants. 

On the consumer side, there is an inherent distrust of credit card            
debt due to massive interest rates and the equally poor customer           
service that often pertains to any charge dispute. 

This confluence has resulted in immense pushback from        
merchants and customers both who are furious at what the          
government is proposing. It remains to be seen if this mandate           
will pass. However, I can attest that even the current credit card            
machines I’ve come across have a strange way of being “out of            
service,” and I suspect that this number will rise dramatically if           
machines are imposed, resulting in cash transactions anyway. 

In the developed world, people tend to choose convenience and          
the false promises of security advertised by credit cards and          
digital banking, not accounting for the higher financial costs this          
ultimately produces and the impact is has on financial freedom. 

Beyond the frontline defense of non-cooperation, however, there        
are other concrete proactive measures that can be taken. 

Go Cashless on Your Own Terms (Agorism) 

Personal responsibility can extend much further than simply        
rejecting the technological means of enslavement; it can also         
embody a lifestyle that promotes self-sufficiency and local        
empowerment. Agorism is something I discussed in Counter        
Markets, Issue 4, and I would encourage anyone who missed it to            
view Derrick Broze’s profound lecture here to understand the         
foundation behind vertical and horizontal counter economies.  
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The fundamentals of extreme localism focused on bartering,        
co-ops, sharing networks, precious metals and living in the black          
and gray markets can drastically reduce exposure to everything         
that central banking feeds upon. Creating and storing tangible         
assets that pay dividends should be a fundamental approach to          
protecting you and your family from a cashless agenda, as well as            
acquiring and maintaining the skills that tend to be lost during the            
transition to “modern life.” 

But who even needs money? 

While we would love to reverse the globalist version of the           
“cashless journey,” the central banking system – particularly in the          
U.S. – has turned cash dollars into a debt instrument that           
continues to lose value through inflation. So, despite its utility in           
preserving freedom through anonymity, it does have its        
limitations. 

The story of the “Moneyless Man,” Mark Boyle, a graduate of           
economics, is a testament to what a full commitment to cashless           
freedom can accomplish. His books, The Moneyless Man and         
The Moneyless Manifesto are essential guides into the        
techniques, as well as the lifestyle that enabled him to live           
completely and happily off the grid, without currency, for nearly 3           
years.  
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Clearly, Mark’s path is not for everyone, but even by integrating a            
few of his techniques into your approach to thrift and          
relationships, you can learn to remove yourself from nearly any          
control mechanism. 

At the heart of Mark’s approach is cooperation under the concept           
of Freecycling and the Freeconomy. According to Recycling        
Group Finder, for example, there are nearly 5,000 groups with          
over 8 million members in 85 countries looking to trade or give            
away items that otherwise may be destined for the landfill.          
Freecycle.org is another great resource to finding trading partners         
nearly anywhere in the world. A final example of how you can            
meet people, learn skills, and trade tools and survival equipment          
is the site Streetbank that Mark helped develop which boasts          
“39,498 neighbors sharing 105,891 things.” Though Streetbank is        
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mainly UK oriented, it serves as a template for how to build an             
organic peer-to-peer network of strength and reliance outside of         
government systems. 

You can see Mark Boyle’s TEDx lecture here to learn more about            
the ideology behind his “cashless journey” which is exactly the          
opposite of the one based on dependence that Visa, Mastercard          
and central banks wish to bring about. 

We think of economy as money, but actually the monetary          
economy is but one example of an economy. What economy          
is really about is meeting your needs, so I’m showing the           
world that there is another way of meeting your needs apart           
from actually using money. – Mark Boyle 

Embrace “Digital Assets” in the Crypto Economy 

While it might at first seem counterintuitive to embrace what is           
most definitely a cashless construct, blockchain technology is an         
important hedge against the larger cashless agenda, as well as a           
stop-gap for the very worst that a global cashless society would           
offer. Remember, the title of this article is “How to Avoid Being            
Controlled,” not how to avoid a cashless society completely.  

We also would do well to keep in mind that a cashless society             
directed by the State is underpinned by Big Banking.         
Cryptocurrency is the direct antithesis to that. 
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Cryptocurrency also undermines any collusion between payment       
companies and the government schemes to support them as         
outlined in The Better Than Cash Alliance.  

One of the key barriers to adoption even in modern markets such            
as the UK are the transaction fees that put an added burden on             
merchants, something I alluded to in the case of “Third World”           
Costa Rica. Those merchants and their customers would be far          
better serviced to offer a cryptocurrency alternative to cash         
instead of credit and debit cards, if they feel the need to at all. 

Additional cryptocurrency and blockchain-driven products and      
services have created new marketplace opportunities that are        
eroding big finance and government, which is probably a key          
reason why large institutions like Goldman Sachs and Bank of          
America are looking at how they can horn in on the concept. This             
has led to various writers in the liberty community to conclude that            
we are heading toward a one-world currency patterned after         
Bitcoin. However, unless one is willing to buy into the conspiracy           
theory that the entire blockchain was created by Big Banks and           
intelligence services, the heightened interest from globalist       
institutions appears to be more about playing catch-up. In my          
view, they will likely have a very difficult time trying to control a             
system with decentralization as its core function. 

In fact, the blockchain is admittedly a minefield for regulators          
despite some recent worrying decisions like the SEC’s stance on          
Initial Coin Offerings. The governor of Ireland’s central bank         
stated recently that “…innovations in the markets sector, such as          
distributed ledger and crypto currencies, may present the largest         
policy challenges given their complexity and novelty.” In        
response, Ireland is only now establishing a Working Group         
(playing catch-up) to address perceived issues. 
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One of the key figures in creating new offerings of “digital assets”            
and attempting to keep the crypto economy on a principled track           
is Erik Voorhees, founder of ShapeShift.io and Prism. Erik         
recently gave an exceptional interview with Counter Market’s Vin         
Armani where he discusses how cryptocurrency is the        
fundamental “separation of money and State,” and how we must          
accept the fact that “money is a product.” 

You can see that 40-minute video here. 

Among his many excellent points, he covers the good and bad           
elements that are inherent in any truly free market where capital is            
easy to raise and new projects can be quickly launched. This           
structure, he says, will lead to many early failures and a lot of lost              
money for investors. But rather than view crypto markets as one           
big scam, crypto represents a cornerstone of what an honest,          
decentralized economy should look like. He equates this concept         
to Internet publishing where not every new blog will be successful           
or even helpful, but the ability to participate is where freedom lies            
and where progress and empowerment manifests. 

While it’s certainly not necessary, or perhaps even advisable, to          
go “all in,” digital assets should be incorporated among the          
physical into a multi-dimensional approach to freedom from State         
control. 

Don’t Get Microchipped 

I might as well finish this forecast of where the cashless agenda            
might be headed with what is only being hinted at currently. I can             
assure you, however, that this is an actual trend that is slowly            
gaining legitimacy among those who are willing to trade their          
liberty for convenience.  

Thus far, all microchip programs yet introduced are optional, but          
isn’t that how it always starts? Eventually, if enough people buy           
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into the concept, it becomes so widespread that opting out          
becomes almost impossible if one wishes to function in any sort of            
modern way. 

 

Today’s technology is a rice-sized RFID chip typically implanted         
between the thumb and forefinger as shown above, which is          
reasonably intrusive for most people. But with emerging        
nanotechnologies like “smart dust,” scanning humans will become        
cheaper and easier over time. Keep an eye out in the news for a              
change in terminology from “microchip implant” to “bio-payment”        
as a more palatable way for this to be marketed going forward.            
I’m not yet screaming from the rooftops that this is imminent, but            
it’s certainly being researched and tested, so we need to stay           
vigilant on this topic … because it has even been used to make             
payments with Bitcoin. 
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ENTREPRENEURSHIP 

Offer a Unique Experience and They Will Come 

 

By Jeff Paul 

I took my youngest son to Sports Authority about a week before            
they declared bankruptcy in March 2016. Something happened        
during our visit that foreshadowed its downfall. And it revealed an           
important lesson for new entrepreneurs. Create a great        
experience for your customers or you'll perish. 
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We had time to kill. So, I was more patient than usual when my              
eight-year-old enthusiastically went from section to section; trying        
on goalie gloves, feeling the firmness of soccer balls, sizing up           
golf putters and so on. I felt a shadow following us as we moved              
into the fitness area. 

My son barely got a second punch off on the floor model of a              
boxing/MMA dummy before I heard a store employee bark at him,           
“stop touching the equipment!” My son blushed with shame. 

Suddenly feeling like a bad father, I echoed what the clerk said            
and we made our way to the register with our one item: practice             
arrows for kids archery. “Papers please!” The cashier asked me          
for ID to prove I was over 18 years old in order to buy them. The                
shopping experience could not have been less welcoming. 

Even though Sports Authority was a billion-dollar business, I knew          
that day it would succumb to the retail apocalypse. Online sales of            
physical products have exploded. We're entering an age in retail          
(and other industries) where providing convenience, selection,       
and price is not enough. Online retailers can beat those except for            
convenience. Yet with free two-day shipping, even that gap has          
closed. 

However, sports equipment and footwear are unique. They        
require touching, trying, and even play to get a feel for them. 

What online retailers can't do is let you try on a half dozen             
baseball gloves one after another and play catch with each one           
until you find the perfect fit. 

Imagine a sportsplex store with a try-before-buy model. Think         
indoor batting cages and area to play catch, golf driving range           
and putt-putt, boxing and MMA rings, hiking-jogging path,        
half-court basketball hoop, racquetball-tennis-squash room,     
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archery range, etc. - where customers are encouraged to use          
floor equipment as vigorously as they want before buying. 

 

I share this story to illustrate how to think, not necessarily what to             
build. Create an experience first. Then sell something. It applies          
to nearly any business. The unique experience that only you and           
your company can offer will separate you from the competition. 

It's worth clarifying that “experience” is different than customer         
service. Every business must have a pleasant buying experience         
with good communication. That's basic customer service. I'm        
referring to offering something for people to do for amusement.          
An entire business may be based around this experience, or it           
could be above and beyond a product or service. 

Companies built around a unique experience are much less         
susceptible to automation or direct competition. In his book Zero          
To One, Peter Thiel focuses on the idea of making your business            
a monopoly in its industry no matter how small of a niche you start              
with.  
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Here are a few quotes from the book that emphasize this: 

“Doing what we already know how to do takes the world from            
1 to n, adding more of something familiar. But every time we            
create something new, we go from 0 to 1. The act of creation             
is singular, as is the moment of creation, and the result is            
something fresh and strange.” 

“The perfect target market for a startup is a small group of            
particular people concentrated together and served by few or         
no competitors. Any big market is a bad choice, and a big            
market already served by competing companies is even        
worse. This is why it’s always a red flag when entrepreneurs           
talk about getting 1% of a $100 billion market. In practice, a            
large market will either lack a good starting point or it will be             
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open to competition, so it’s hard to ever reach that 1%. And            
even if you do succeed in gaining a small foothold, you’ll           
have to be satisfied with keeping the lights on: cutthroat          
competition means your profits will be zero.” 

“Every monopoly dominates a large share of its market.         
Therefore, every startup should start with a very small         
market. Always err on the side of starting too small. The           
reason is simple: it’s easier to dominate a small market than           
a large one. If you think your initial market might be too big, it              
almost certainly is.” 

The key takeaway from Thiel’s book and this article can be           
summarized simply as “different is better than better.” (Source) 

For example, there may be several bakeries in your town, but the            
lone gluten-free bakery is a monopoly. 

In terms of this essay, we're focusing on creating unique          
experiences because they are much more difficult to replicate         
than slight product changes or lower prices. And, as many jobs           
and services become automated and product sales move online,         
crafting a unique experience can give you an instant monopoly. 

Look around. People are starving for fun and purposeful         
experiences. As an entrepreneur, create a good time and they will           
come. 

Let's review a few more examples to stimulate a brainstorm for           
your business: 

Restaurants 

Most restaurants offer an experience in addition to the food. They           
may create an atmosphere or experience that's either fun,         
romantic, fast, formal, comfortable, etc.  
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Medieval Times is a family dinner theater featuring staged         
Medieval-style games, sword-fighting, and jousting with themes       
cuisine. Chuck E. Cheese's uses an arcade experience to sell          
pizza. The Rainforest Cafe uses a jungle atmosphere to sell          
over-priced burgers. Hooters cleverly combined breasts with       
wings. All are extreme examples of becoming monopolies in the          
restaurant business by offering a unique experience above and         
beyond dining. 

If you are in the restaurant business, what experience do you           
offer besides food? What do customers enjoy most besides price          
and quality? It could be small things. Real candles and a musician            
for romantic setting. Pretty waitresses at a sports bar. Private          
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party packages for business luncheon groups. Or commit fully to          
a specific theme and go all-out like the examples above. 

Once you create a unique experience, your customers will do          
your marketing for you. They'll brag about it to others. 

Events 

Event companies do well on the ABC show Shark Tank, where           
entrepreneurs seek financing for their businesses. Most guests        
peddle a unique product to the sharks. Very rarely do they all bite             
on the same business. However, they all seem to swarm around           
experience-based ideas like event companies. 

One example is a company called Rugged Races which Mark          
Cuban invested $1.75 million in. Below is an update video about           
them:  

 

Fitness events are huge. But every niche has the same potential           
for events. For instance, there are networking events where         
experts in a given field gather to learn from each other. Every            
activity imaginable has courses, workshops, boot camps,       
tournaments, product shows, etc. These are all event businesses. 
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A recent craze, Escape Rooms, is another example of a local           
neighborhood business built around a unique experience. An        
escape room is a physical adventure game in which players solve           
a series of puzzles using clues, hints and strategy to complete the            
objectives at hand. Players are given a set time limit to unveil the             
secret plot which is hidden within the rooms. Escape rooms force           
social interaction in unique ways. They're both challenging and         
fun. 

Other local event businesses may include things like party         
planners, bouncy house rentals, casino equipment rental for        
parties and charitable events, guided tours (hiking, mountain        
biking, fishing, foraging, shopping, etc.), seasonal camps,       
trampoline park, and so much more. 

Retail Experience 

My story about Sports Authority was to emphasize the potential of           
creating an interactive experience for retail customers. Plenty of         
retailers already understand this. Home Depot teaches courses.        
Costco gives samples. Bass Pro Shops has local events. REI          
organizes hikes and mountain bike rides. 

My kids LOVE to go to Costco because of the samples. Other            
grocery stores? Meh. They'd rather sit in the car and stare at the             
screen of their device. A device with all of the world's knowledge            
and entertainment is damn hard to compete with. 

Products and Services 

It is challenging to create a unique experience around a single           
product or service, but it is possible. You can create contests           
around your product. Or enter, attend, or create popular         
networking events in your space. 
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One last example that’s brilliant is a land services company          
started considering “rides” on heavy equipment during slow times         
and it became an entirely new business called DiggerLand to          
'Operate Heavy Machinery for Fun'. 

Find the fun in your niche and exploit it. Perhaps even build your             
entire business around it. You'll blow away the competition. 
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SELF-SUFFICIENCY 
“Smart Farming” Can Deliver Independence With Less 
Back-breaking Work 

 

By Brian Berletic 

If the old adage, “knowledge is power,” then “smart farming” 
attempts to give farmers as much knowledge as possible to 
leverage for better performance and profits. 
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Smart farming is a broad term that generally refers to the           
integration of information technology (IT) with agriculture. It        
involves many things, including the collection and use of data to           
improve the efficiency of current practices as well as opening the           
door to greater automation. 

Smart farming allows farmers to do more, better, with the same           
amount of land, and often requires fewer resources. 

On a large scale, smart farming might entail sensors scattered          
across acres of land, the use of drones to do overhead imaging,            
GPS to conduct mapping and direct automated machinery, as         
well as servers that collect and help farmers analyze data to more            
finely tune various forms of manual and automated agricultural         
tasks. 

This information can than be used to adjust fertilizer, irrigation,          
seeding, weeding, and harvesting regimens; and instead of        
adjusting such regimens per farm, or even per field, the resolution           
of such solutions might zero in on specific square meters of a            
farm. 

On a much smaller scale, smart farming takes on a different           
meaning. For hobbyists or small-scale businesses, information       
technology might not only help automate and monitor farming         
activities, freeing one’s time for other pursuits, IT might also help           
a small-scale farmer better connect with customers through        
applications that manage their production and distribution, as well         
as inform customers and potential customers of what they have          
on hand and where to pick it up. 

Sensors and Automation 

Many farmers around the world already automate. Whether it is a           
simple timer hooked up to a water pump for irrigation, or an            
automated feed and watering system for livestock, automation        
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allows farmers to provide reliable resources where and when they          
are needed while freeing their time to work elsewhere. 

This simple form of automation can be further improved, however,          
with the inclusion of sensors, creating “smarter” automation.        
Sensors detecting soil moisture, for example, might be used to tell           
an automated water pump to skip a watering cycle if fields are still             
wet enough. While we take for granted our ability to see a            
rainstorm and save water by skipping a watering cycle, a simple           
timer hooked up to a water pump cannot. Sensors give it the            
“eyes” needed to be smart enough to save water it would have            
otherwise wasted. 

For many farmers, saving water whenever and wherever possible         
can mean the difference between a successful year and complete          
failure. The better resolution a farm’s irrigation sensor and         
distribution system has, the more water that will be saved. 

Alternatively, a farmer may just use Internet-enabled switches        
often included in IoT (Internet of Things) projects to turn on and            
off water pumps across their fields. Weather alerts can already          
easily be accessed through our smartphones, and a farmer could          
use IoT switches to simply turn the system off for a day. 

IoT platforms like ThingSpeak are easy online services to use for           
experiments before setting up your own server once your         
experiment has been refined into a viable solution. 

For rural and urban farmers who may have fields scattered across           
a large area, such automation can reduce the need to travel to            
manually switch on or off irrigation systems. 

Such switches can be applied to many things. For aquaculture,          
automatic fish feeders can be monitored and adjusted from a          
single smartphone. So can lighting for indoor systems. 
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Monitoring using webcams repurposed and linked to cheap        
single-board computers like the Raspberry Pi is also frequently         
used to keep an eye on rooftop, balcony, and backyard gardens           
and farms when time is short and automation is maximized.          
Because, while automation is more often than not helpful, if          
anything goes wrong, discovering it and correcting it can mean          
the difference between a small lesson learned and an entire crop           
completely lost. 

Postscapes, an online IoT hub, has a convenient list of smart           
farming systems involving sensors and automation. Many of them         
are solar powered and attempt to create greater awareness for          
farmers through the use of sensors and data collection. It should           
be remembered, that for every proprietary system on the market,          
opensource alternatives can be brewed up by aspiring smart         
farmers either on their own through the use of online tutorials, or            
with the help of local makerspaces. 
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Raspberry Pi, Arduino, and websites like Instructables and        
Hackaday have large collections of agriculture-related projects       
that can form the basis of a customized solution for whatever a            
small-scale farmer might be trying to accomplish. For those who          
are not technologically inclined, a local makerspace is a good          
place to find some helpful advice and even people who may be            
willing to collaborate. 

Applications 

Integrating IT into farming doesn’t necessarily need to be confined          
to one’s fields. Applications allow farmers to keep track of their           
produce between harvest and markets, keep an eye on prices,          
locate and connect with farmers’ markets, and even find and          
manage a customer base. 

Apps also help with other things, like keeping track of prices,           
weather, and other information important to farmers. Realizing        
that a smartphone is essentially an Internet-enabled computer we         
carry with us everywhere we go, and understanding the potential          
it has to extend and expand our awareness about any particular           
topic, is useful for all, including farmers. 

Many urban farmers seeking to connect directly with their         
customers and leverage IT to do so, use platforms like Farmigo,           
community supported agriculture (CSA) management software,      
that gives farmers a way to connect with and manage their           
customers more easily. It handles payments, promotions,       
communication, and inventory management, many tasks that       
would require significant paperwork or multiple software suites to         
handle otherwise. 

Apps like Farmstand, shown below, allow users to find local          
farmers’ markets, check out information regarding each market,        
and even view photos posted by those who have visited them           
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before to get a feel of what is there and how your produce might              
fit into that particular market. 

 

Fresh Food Finder also helps connect consumers with local         
farmers markets, and obtains its information from the USDA. 

Locavore goes one step further and includes farms as well. This           
feature allows farmers to promote themselves through a        
centralized platform using photos, information, and contact       
details. It is powered by LocalDirt.com, a platform that connects          
local buyers with local sellers. 

LocalDirt.com offers small farms the ability to create a profile to           
promote their farm, list the amount and price of their produce, and            
offer buyers a pick-up point either at a local farmer’s market, or at             
their own farm. 

If sensors and automation allow farmers to better understand and          
act on what is happening in their fields, then applications and           
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platforms like Farmigo and LocalDirt.com allow farmers to better         
understand and connect with the community and potential        
customers. 

As the notion of combining IT and agriculture continues to spread,           
there will be more and better sensors, automation, and         
applications attempting to improve everything from tiller to table         
and everything in between. 

Getting Involved 

There are already systems on the market for adding sensors and           
automation to any given farming operation. There are also many          
applications available, many for free, to help connect farmers with          
customers. 

Additionally, while a farmer might at first seem out of place at a             
local makerspace or hackathon, makers and farmers around the         
world are enjoying closer collaboration than ever. In North         
America, Europe, and across Asia, makerspaces and innovation        
hubs are encouraging agriculturally-themed hackathons and      
competitions to develop the next wave of sensors, automation,         
and applications. 

Getting involved can be as simple as just showing up. Many of            
these events seek out real farmers to help better inform concepts           
and designs in terms of practicality and usability if and when they            
make it out to the field. 

While agriculture and, more specifically, local organic agriculture        
might provoke images of a technologically regressive industry, the         
truth is that agriculture in general is a story about humanity           
utilizing technology to create value from the land we stand on.           
Many local farmers are already using a wide array of automation,           
applications, and other forms of technology to improve their         
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businesses and to compete against larger farms, distributors, and         
markets. 

As technology advances, the playing field will be further leveled,          
but only if we collectively and actively adapt to this new           
technology and leverage it to improve our businesses. 

The growing organic movement is a case study of how IT has            
helped connect and strengthen meshes of independent,       
small-scale economic activity and compete against      
deeply-entrenched, centralized and highly industrialized     
incumbents. Smart farming, the use of IoT, sensors, automation,         
and applications, will only improve over time. If your farm is not            
quite ready for full implementation of these solutions, a         
small-scale farmer or even a hobbyist should at least begin          
experimenting with how these solutions “might” be integrated in         
the near future. 

At the very least, keep an open mind, and follow those who are             
adopting these tools and techniques today before they become         
the mainstream trends of tomorrow. 
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WEALTH 

The Economics of Owning and Running a Bitcoin ATM 

 

By Vin Armani 

Spend even a short period of time discussing cryptocurrency with          
me and you will learn that I am perhaps the world’s most vocal             
advocate of Bitcoin ATMs. From the time that I first got a grasp of              
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how the blockchain would change the world, I have been          
convinced that cryptocurrency ATMs would be the key to that          
transition. In this article, I explain just why I hold to this belief so              
strongly and how you, as a savvy entrepreneur, can stake out           
your place (and perhaps make a fortune in the process) as an            
operator of Bitcoin ATMs. 

I bought my first Bitcoins when they were fifteen dollars each.           
This was back in January of 2013. I bought $250 worth so that I              
could learn more about the blockchain and possibly develop some          
software applications. I had heard murmurs about Bitcoin among         
developers since about 2010 and I even downloaded the Bitcoin          
core client onto a laptop in those early days and let it mine for a               
few hours.  

Bitcoin piqued my interest again in 2013 because, at the time, my            
live-in girlfriend and I were both established Las Vegas escorts          
(she’d been in the industry a decade longer than I). The escort            
business is a cash business and, as such, requires a style of            
financial planning and behavior that is rarely seen in the US           
(exceptions include the Korean and Orthodox Jewish       
entrepreneur communities).  

Luckily Las Vegas, a gambling Mecca, is an extraordinarily         
cash-friendly town, at least by American standards. Nevertheless,        
as someone who grew up connecting “banks” with “security” - my           
grandfather’s gift to me on my twelfth birthday was to take me to             
open a savings account and then deposit $100 into it - storing            
tens (and occasionally hundreds) of thousands of dollars in cash          
in my home was a major point of anxiety. 

One option for secure and functional cash storage that Las Vegas           
offers is the “anonymous private vault.” In essence, this is a safe            
deposit box, owned and secured by a private company, paid          
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anonymously by the year (in cash), and only accessible by an iris            
scan, subsequent door pin code, and two keys to open the box.  

All activity in the facility is monitored and recorded by armed           
security personnel. My first foray into this solution was with the           
most established vault company in Vegas. The company was         
begun by an 80-something Jewish gentleman, Mr. Elliot, who had          
lived through the holocaust and was intimately familiar with the          
propensity of government for seizing the assets of citizens.  

The year before I began storing my assets with Mr. Elliot, an            
Ocean’s 11-style operation had executed a heist, drilling through         
15 feet of concrete to enter the vault. However, the thieves           
executed a very limited strike, focused on only a few boxes. Even            
the authorities guessed that they had been after something very          
specific in one of the VIP boxes (a murder weapon? secret           
documents?).  

I decided to give Mr. Elliot a shot and was quite happy for a little               
over a year until one day I arrived to check on my box and was               
given a paper saying that the company was going into bankruptcy           
and I should remove everything from my box. The boxes were to            
be emptied of their contents in the coming months. What if I had             
simply left my property in my box, and hadn’t stopped by to check             
on my money? How many people showed up after a long hiatus            
only to discover the vaults gone, along with their money?          
Remember, these vaults are anonymous. They couldn’t have        
contacted me if they wanted to. 

For a software developer in an all-cash business in 2013, Bitcoin           
looked promising. An ecosystem was just beginning to develop at          
that time. A few online businesses were accepting the new          
cryptocurrency. Mt Gox, initially started as an exchange for Magic          
The Gathering Cards (Magic The Gathering Online eXchange =         
MTGOX) had established itself as an early online exchange.  
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Las Vegas had a particularly active Bitcoin community, thanks to          
the efforts of Julian Tosh, an unsung early hero of the movement.            
Bitcoin represented a clear compliment to cash. While I could          
easily use cash for everyday purchases, in an increasingly digital          
world, cash has serious limitations. Cryptocurrency addresses       
those limitations. 

Transactions done with physical currency are, fundamentally,       
transactions between two parties. From the early days of money,          
when kings would stamp their faces on coins made of precious           
metals, to the current fiat, paper money regime, buyers and          
sellers “trust” the currency they are holding in their hand. The risk            
of being defrauded with counterfeit cash is real for merchants that           
accept cash.  

As a result, a premium is placed on forms of hard currency with             
anti-counterfeiting measures. However, once a state prints and        
distributes coins or paper notes, that currency is no longer the           
state’s property. This property does not exist in the realm of           
electronic banking.  

Quite the contrary. Individuals in the segment of the population          
that chooses to “go cashless” - taking their wages as direct           
deposit and making purchases with a debit or credit card - are,            
technically, never in possession of their “money.” Their balances         
live as Ones and Zeroes in the electronic ledger of their bank.            
Cash has a level of privacy and tangibility that “bank money” does            
not. On the other hand, vast sums of bank money, precisely           
because of its intangibility, can be moved around the world in an            
instant without the need for physical transportation of coins or          
notes. 

Because bank money never actually leaves the possession of the          
bank, and because the bank is beholden to (and in collusion with)            
the state, bank money is susceptible to censorship. In the          
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broadest terms, censorship is “the restriction of the flow of          
information between individuals.”  

The same way that the censors at Google can pull down your            
YouTube videos and disable your Gmail account if you violate          
their ever-changing Terms Of Service, so can the bank disable          
access to your account and transfer your balance to the state if            
the state orders the bank to do so (never mind the slow trickle of              
value leached from accounts via bank fees). Cryptocurrency takes         
the censorship resistance of cash and combines it with the          
intangible, digital strengths of bank money. 

If censorship resistance (privacy) is of no importance to you in           
choosing between cash, bank money, or cryptocurrency, then        
there is really no reason to adopt cryptocurrency. Bank money          
can handle the digital transmission of value just fine and is           
accepted with ubiquity. The entire reason to use Bitcoin is to           
fill in the “transmission gap” that physical currency        
presents. For day-to-day, in-person purchases, at least for a         
while, cash is a perfectly viable option. In fact, in many cases            
cash is preferable to bank money. I believe that the most viable            
means of transitioning to a cryptocurrency-based economy is not         
to just add cryptocurrency into our basket of money forms.          
Instead, I believe that the quickest path is to replace bank money,            
in our everyday lives, with cryptocurrency - use Bitcoin anywhere          
that you are now using credit and debit cards or bank transfers.  

Most cash-to-bank-money transactions take place at ATM       
machines. I have believed for years now that the Bitcoin ATM           
business is the sector of the cryptocurrency industry with the most           
promise and virtually no competition. 

If you want to replace your bank with the blockchain, the biggest            
hurdle is going to be your ability to easily pay your utility bills and              
mortgage or rent. Cash is a viable solution to this problem. You            
need to have a frictionless way to move between cash and           
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Bitcoin. Hand-to-hand exchanges are certainly possible.      
Individuals willing to make those exchanges in person can be          
found on LocalBitcoins.com. Individuals who want to start an         
exchange business, however, have a fundamental problem with        
scaling. One person can only be in one place at one time (and             
presumably the exchanger won’t be available 24 hours a day).          
Scheduling meetings with individuals and the traveling to those         
meetings is an added cost. Banks realized these limitations,         
applied to the tellers in their bank branches, long ago.  

As a result, they installed convenient automated teller machines         
that could do deposits and withdrawals at all times of day and            
night with no need for a human banker. When we begin to see             
Bitcoin’s role as a full replacement for bank money, it is a very             
short logical progression toward the extreme utility of Bitcoin         
ATMs. Just like there is no barrier to entry for interested           
cryptocurrency in-person exchangers, there is similarly no barrier        
to entry for those wanting to get involved in the Bitcoin ATM            
sector. In the remainder of this article we will look at the basic             
logistical, legal, and financial considerations from entrepreneurs       
wanting to enter this sector. Also included in this analysis is a            
cursory look at the market leaders in the production of physical           
cryptocurrency ATM machines. 

When it comes to independently operated ATMs (be it Bitcoin or           
bank money), it’s all about “location, location, location.” Your ATM          
should be situated in an easily accessible, yet secure location.          
Many operators are placing their machines in places where         
traditional ATM machines are already present. Especially valuable        
are locations that are open 24 hours a day. Some examples           
include gas stations, liquor stores, bars, and restaurants. In Las          
Vegas there are even a couple of casinos (like Lucky Dragon and            
The D) that have Bitcoin ATMs just off the gaming floor. When            
choosing a location, the website CoinATMRadar.com is an        
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invaluable resource. On that site, you can see the overall market           
penetration of ATMs in your area (and around the world) as well            
as see how many percentage points above the spot price the           
typical ATM in your area charges. In addition, once you have your            
ATM up and running, Coin ATM Radar is the premier site to list             
your machine’s availability. 

Running a Bitcoin ATM business does come with some legal risk.           
Over a certain threshold of transactions and customers, an         
unregistered person or business could be brought up on criminal          
charges for running an illegal money transfer service. What         
exactly that threshold is varies by country and province.         
Registering your business at a federal level in the United States is            
quite easy. In last month’s issue, my article included the links to            
the necessary federal form. Each US state has different laws          
regarding money transfer businesses. New Hampshire is unique        
in that their law specifically excludes cryptocurrency (leaving only         
federal requirements). For a more detailed breakdown, please        
see my article on this subject from last month. 

The business model for an independent ATM business is         
straightforward. The business’ primary costs are the machine        
hardware and the cost of the location (monthly upfront rental          
payment, or a percentage of profits). Unlike independent “bank         
money” ATMs where the ATM owner charges a service fee, a           
Bitcoin ATM owner is running on a currency exchange model,          
adding a premium to the spot exchange rate and keeping that           
premium as profit. The industry standard Bitcoin ATM exchange         
rate is 10% above spot. 

The top 3 players in the cryptocurrency ATM manufacturing         
sector (by total number of machines installed worldwide) are         
Genesis Coin, General Bytes, and Lamassu. All three        
manufacturers offer One-way (sell Bitcoin only) and Two-way (buy         
and sell Bitcoin) options. I personally have multiple versions of all           
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three machines. The differences are negligible in terms of user          
interface. However, there are marked differences in aesthetics        
between the manufacturers. 

The following machine specifications are pulled from       
CoinATMRadar.com. 

 

Total number of Genesis Coin ATMs installed: 678 

About: Genesis1 is the Bitcoin ATM produced by San Diego, CA,           
US-based company Genesis Coin Inc. The Genesis Bitcoin        
machine represents a solid ATM with all AML/KYC features         
required. By request an optional fingerprint scanner could be         
added. SMS verification function, identification card reader, and a         
high-definition camera could be used in order to comply with          
regulations in place. 
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This is a two-way Bitcoin ATM, so both fiat money to Bitcoin, and             
Bitcoin-to-cash transactions could be done. Interesting is the fact         
that this ATM supports three cryptocurrencies: Bitcoin, Litecoin        
and Dogecoin, which is opposite to only Bitcoin normally with          
other ATMs. 

The bill capacity for this Bitcoin machine is: 

          2,200 note International Bill Acceptor 

          1,700 to 6,800 note Bank-grade Cash Dispensing System 

Company provides a policy of white-labeling and allows flexible         
branding of the machines run by operators. 

Price: 

          $14,500 for Genesis1 Bitcoin machine (2-way) 

          $6,800 for Satoshi1 Bitcoin machine (1-way) 

          $8,900 for Satoshi2 Bitcoin machine (2-way) 

1% ongoing fee from the transaction volume for software usage. 

Site: https://bitcoinatm.com 
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Total number of General Bytes ATMs installed: 289 

About: GENERAL BYTES s.r.o is a Czech company specializing         
in Android and Bitcoin as they mention on the site. Two Bitcoin            
machines are provided by this company at the moment:         
BATMTwo and BATMThree. Both are based on the Android         
operating system. BATMTwo is the second generation of        
One-way bitcoin ATM supplied by the company, it has a          
fingerprint scanner for AML/KYC compliance features for the        
operators. With the BATMTwo customer limits may be raised by          
identifying clients by fingerprint scan and ID document scan. Also          
the email has to be provided. The verification of the customers is            
done by operators and takes about 15 mins. 

Since the beginning of 2015 the company also supplies a new           
Two-way bitcoin ATM called BATMThree. With this you can buy          
and sell bitcoins. Futuristic design with neon lights changing color          
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will definitely attract customers' attention. And it’s super easy to          
use. Watch video demo below: 

 

BATMTwo is relatively small with the size of approximately 40x30          
cm and weighs only 20 kg. So mainly it could be used within             
some monitored and secure places. Cash box supports up to 500           
banknotes of more than 120 different currencies. 

Both Bitcoin ATM models support remote management, including        
email notification of different events, e.g. transactions done or         
reaching some amount in cash stored. 

BATMTwo also supports POS functionality (check video). 

Price: 

 BATMTwo - $2999 (free shipping) 

 BATMThree - $6999 
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If the General Bytes server is used (optionally) - additionally 0.5%           
of inserted cash. 

Site: http://www.generalbytes.com/ 

 

Total number of Lamassu ATMs installed: 241 

About: Lamassu is one of the most popular Bitcoin machines          
today. The company was established by Zach Harvey, Josh         
Harvey and Matt Whitlock in the middle of 2013 and was targeting            
the new growing Bitcoin market with compact Bitcoin purchase         
devices.  

The pre-orders for Lamassu Bitcoin machines started to be         
accepted since August 2013. In April 2014, it was announced that           
more than 220 ATMs are sold, while about 80-100 were actually           
delivered. Out of those sent Bitcoin machines only a fraction is           
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installed, as the local regulation becomes a surprising obstacle to          
many who bought the machine.  

First Lamassu Bitcoin ATM model - Trofa had a smaller screen,           
and was replaced by a new model Douro which has a 10'' screen. 

Initially it was operating as a vending machine only, giving the           
possibility only to buy Bitcoins and no way to convert Bitcoin to            
fiat money.  

However, in May, 2014 the Lamassu company announced the         
upgrade of their product by launching an additional ATM floor          
cash dispensing stand called Santo Tirso for the standard Bitcoin          
vending machine, which makes the Lamassu a full Two-way         
Bitcoin ATM which allows fiat money withdrawals similar to what          
is supported by Robocoin ATM or Genesis Bitcoin ATM by          
default. The stand allows to hold up to 1,000 notes. 

Price: 

Pricing for quantities 1-9 / 10+ 

 Douro Bitcoin machine – 6,000 / 5,500 USD 

 Santo Tirso (bitcoin to cash) stand – 5,000 / 4,600 USD 

 Braga Stand without cash dispensing functionality – 1,700 /         
1,600 USD 

Optional support is provided for a fee of $100 per machine           
(discounts if several machines are in operation apply: >5 at $90,           
>10 at $80). 

Site: https://lamassu.is/ 
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Use Case 

An example case for a single General Bytes BATMTwo ATM          
($3000), located in a location which charged a flat $300 a month            
in rent ($3600 per year), at a 10% markup over spot, would return             
the initial 1-year investment of $6600 if $66,000 worth of          
transactions were conducted on the machine in that first year - an            
average of $5,500 per month.  

Subsequent years would break even with a transaction total of          
only $3,000 per month giving you $300 in fees to pay your            
monthly rent.  

Considering that a high percentage of single Bitcoin ATM         
transactions are for amounts of at least $500, a well-placed          
machine can generate significant residual income for an        
entrepreneur even in these early days of cryptocurrency adoption.  

As the revolution continues, smart businesses that have gotten an          
early foothold on ATM real estate stand to make fortunes. 
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BITCOIN & SILVER REPORTS 

 

Bitcoin had quite the volatile month in July. The cryptocurrency          
began the month trading around the $2500 range, and quickly          
descended to just under $1900. That level was met with sharp           
buying activity which has taken it back up to the $2800 range            
where it’s at today. 

In addition, the hard fork (sort of like a split) that we mentioned in              
the April issue has taken place. On Aug 1 Bitcoin split into BTC             
and BCH, known as Bitcoin Cash. If you had your Bitcoin in a             
wallet where you controlled the private key, like Jaxx as we’ve           
suggested, you now own equal amounts of BTC and BCH. With           
BCH currently valued at about $300 per coin, you may have           
profited quite a bit on this fork.  
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Given that the fork just happened, you will need to wait a little             
while before you gain access to your BCH coins. All of your            
original BTC should still be in your wallet as it was before the split,              
so you didn’t lose any, you simply gained an equal amount of            
BCH. Currently there are no trusted BCH wallets out there, so we            
need to wait for them to come online. Once they do, we’ll inform             
you via email with instructions on how to proceed.  

If you see any websites offering to grant you access to your BCH             
coins, please proceed with caution. There have been reports of          
scam websites out there, and many of them are looking to gain            
access to users’ private keys in their BTC wallets. If you expose            
your private keys to anyone, it could lead to your BTC being            
stolen. So, again, until there is a trusted BCH wallet online, please            
sit tight. Your newly created coins do exist and will be accessible            
in the near future.  

Trading of BCH has already begun on a couple of reputable           
exchanges, so it shouldn’t be long until you’re able to access your            
BCH and trade it freely into other cryptocurrencies, or even back           
into USD if you wish.  

For those of you who have your BTC stored with Coinbase, your            
BCH is also stored with Coinbase. According to an update          
released today, Coinbase needs to build in support for BCH          
before you’ll have access to the coins. The planned date for them            
to have complete support for BCH is 1/1/18.  

Looking at the overall cryptocurrency market, the combined        
market cap is back above the $100 billion mark as of the start of              
Aug, just shy of an all-time high of about $115 billion. Many coins             
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are at or near their all-time highs, after recovering from pullbacks           
over 50% last month.  

Going forward, volatility is to be expected across the board here.           
There does seem to be a new wave of cash coming into Bitcoin             
and the other cryptos, though, especially post hard fork. A lot of            
people took money off the table, as no one knew how this fork             
would play out. It appears to have gone smoothly so far, and            
Bitcoin is now able to scale its growth more effectively, and           
handle more transactions than ever before. The progress being         
made here is encouraging, and people are now putting their cash           
back in place.  

If all-time highs get taken out, there’s no telling what the next stop             
is for Bitcoin. There are lots of catalysts for increased demand in            
place right now. The Bitcoin Investment Trust began trading         
(symbol GBTC). It’s on the OTC markets currently, but trading          
with some serious volume every day. In addition, hedge funds are           
now starting to enter the market. There are 15 cryptocurrency          
hedge funds that have recently been created, and another 25 that           
are seeking regulatory approval. Once these 40 hedge funds are          
officially ready to launch, they’ll need to deploy billions of dollars           
into the cryptocurrency market. If you don’t own any Bitcoin, we           
suggest using Coinbase to take your first position.  
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Silver Update 

 

Silver managed to break out to the downside early in July. We            
started the month just under the $17 level, and promptly bottomed           
out around $15.50 on July 7. Since then, we’ve climbed steadily           
back to about $16.75 today.  

The US dollar has finally started to show signs of weakness in            
recent weeks, meaning that people are now looking at Gold/Silver          
again with some more interest. As the dollar weakens precious          
metals prices climb, and we’re just now coming off a very long run             
of strength in the US dollar.  

The US stock market has recently broken out to a new high, and             
seemingly continues to make new highs each day. Valuations are          
at record levels, despite the fact that the US is waging more wars             
that it can count, debt bubbles exist in both student loans and            
auto loans, with the auto loan defaults already in full effect.           
Corporate debt is nearing record highs as well, and with real           
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estate prices chugging along, investor complacency is at an         
all-time high.  

For someone looking to have a cheap insurance policy of sorts,           
Silver fits the mold perfectly. The metal is historically cheap          
compared to Gold (see the April issue for details on that), it is             
used extensively for industrial applications and, unlike gold, small         
denominations are available for very little premium. 

For anyone who doesn’t own Silver, now is still a great time to             
pick some up while it’s cheap. Once these debt bubbles begin to            
pop, it won’t be long before the flight to safety begins.  
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SNEAK PEEK at ISSUE 7 (September 5th) 

TRENDS & FORECASTING 

10 Digital Trends Shaping The Future Of Commerce 

ENTREPRENEURSHIP 

7 Ways to Monetize Your Content 

SELF-SUFFICIENCY 

DIY Rainwater Collection Methods and Equipment 

WEALTH 

Blockchain Projects That Solve Real Problems 

BITCOIN & SILVER REPORTS 

 

Not a member yet? 

Click HERE to Join Counter Markets! 
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DISCLAIMER 

This newsletter is not investment, legal or tax advice. The          
information contained here is for educational and entertainment        
purposes only. If you are considering a significant investment into          
any assets or strategies mentioned here, it is best to consult a            
licensed professional. No links will contain affiliates that make         
costs higher for subscribers. 
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